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Research in motion coordination of autonomous vehicles is directly applicable
to a number of defense and environmental scenarios, including surveillance [11, 21],
wind and temperature measurement for climate monitoring [35], and modeling of the
collective behavior of biological systems [30]. In many applications of coordinated
motion, each vehicle in the network is not controlled by a central computer, but
rather by a computer on each vehicle. Each agent communicates with its neighbors
to automatically control its relative position and orientation [8]. This decentralized
communication and control framework enables each group member to act indepen-
dently and makes the group robust to the failure of an individual agent [20].
Ongoing research in the coordinated motion of autonomous vehicles has fo-
cused on the stabilization of planar formations of self-propelled particles. In prior
work, each particle controls the rate of change of the orientation of its velocity;
hence, the rotational dynamics are first-order differential equations [33]. The steer-
ing control is modeled as a force orthogonal to the particle’s velocity so that the
particle’s direction of travel is under control, but the speed is constant [24]. Forma-
tion control laws for this particle model have been developed for parallel and circular
formations in the absence of a flowfield [33] and in a uniform, time-invariant flow-
field [27]. All-to-all and limited communication frameworks have been considered
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[33, 34].
Expressing the controllers in terms of shape variables rather than group vari-
ables reduces sensing requirements and is possible when the global location of the
group is not related to the goal configuration [36]. For instance, the control laws
used to drive the particle models presented in [33] are referred to as shape control
laws because the variables that appear in the controllers may be expressed in terms
of relative positions and relative orientations between pairs of particles [15].
In the model of steering control introduced here, the steering control regulates
the angular acceleration of the velocity orientation. This level of control is particu-
larly relevant in the context of planar rigid-body motion, where a dynamic vehicle
model must account not only for motion of the agent’s center of mass, but also for
rotational motion about the center of mass. This second-order model is used to
derive a control law that stabilizes the velocity orientation of each particle relative
to the other particles in a formation. The control design follows the iterative process
of integrator backstepping, in which the existing states of the first-order model are
recursively used to stabilize steady motions of the second-order model [1, 32].
Recent work in the control of multi-agent systems has incorporated the back-
stepping control design technique [14]. In [6] backstepping is used to design a con-
troller that will regulate the second-order translational dynamics in order to stabilize
a planar formation of three vehicles. The communication framework is modeled as
a directed graph, and the goal configuration is a triangular formation. The goal
of this thesis is different than [6] in that parallel and circular formations of self-
propelled particles are considered. These two motion primitives can be achieved by
2
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Figure 1.1: Autonomous vehicles [7, 31, 23]
an unlimited number of vehicles, and they serve as the basis for more complicated
collective patterns [33].
The addition of second-order rotational dynamics is a step in the way of adapt-
ing the particle model to a network of physical platforms; however, the backstepping
control laws are implemented on platforms modeled as unicycles, so that they can
only move forward and turn. There are generally two control inputs in such models:
a speed controller and a steering controller. In general, sometimes the capabilities
of the platform are constrained further, as is the case when the turning rate of
the platform is saturated or the speed of the platform is constant. Examples of
constant-speed vehicle models that rely solely on steering control are described in
[33, 15, 27, 34, 5, 24].
Implementing cooperative control laws based on particle dynamics enables
the location of the vehicle’s center of mass to be controlled. Additional control
inputs must be considered to ensure that not only the desired angular orientation is
achieved, but also that the forward and sideslip speeds converge to the desired values.
Although there are numerous dynamic models that focus on the development of
motion-planning algorithms for mobile robots, most consider only a single platform
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rather than a group. One example is [10], in which the motion-planning output of
a kinematic model is used with a dynamic rigid-body model in order to develop a
trajectory for an autonomous vehicle. Another example is [9], in which a Lagrangian
formulation is used to derive the dynamic equations of a single mobile robot with
non-holonomic constraints. To regulate movement of the robot, a velocity controller
is used to generate torque control by way of integrator backstepping.
There is also a sizeable body of work that focuses on producing kinematic
motion models for each agent in a group, however, many such models typically
do not incorporate rigid-body dynamics. An example of a kinematic control for a
multi-agent system is [18], in which integrator backstepping is used for formation
control of multiple non-holonomic agents.
A similar approach has been used in the present work, in which a vehicle model
based on [33] and [27] with second-order rotational dynamics is introduced. Using
the previously-mentioned backstepping controllers to generate yaw commands, a
collection of planar rigid bodies with second-order translational and rotational dy-
namics is considered. This rigid-body model rotates and translates with a variable
speed that results in thrust, steering, and drag forces. By extending existing steer-
ing control laws via backstepping and providing a new speed control, the planar
rigid-body model achieves comparable closed-loop performance to particle models,
even in the presence of a flowfield.
This work most closely resembles that of [3], in which motion planning for
multiple marine surface vehicles was studied. The authors implemented a yaw con-
troller and a line-of-sight guidance law. A coordinate transform was used to ease
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the control design, because the yaw controller appeared in the transverse dynamics.
In regard to formation control, their primary focus was on formations similar to
the parallel formation considered in this thesis, although in addition to heading,
they also controlled the inter-vehicle separation distances. In the related paper [4],
motion planning for multiple surface vehicles was studied when ocean currents were
present. However, only non-curved desired trajectories were treated. In the present
work, it is shown that with the original vehicle dynamics in a parallel formation, the
crab angle converges to zero. Furthermore, in the present work the case of circular
formations in a flowfield are also treated; in this scenario, the transverse dynamics
do not converge to zero, but rather vary with the heading.
Another closely-related work is [13], which provides an example of decentral-
ized thrust and steering coordinated path-following of multiple underactuated rigid
bodies, with the goal being to achieve consensus. The vehicle model used in this
publication is very similar to the one introduced in the present work. However, the
control design is extremely sensitive to initial conditions, whereas the controllers
designed in the current work are robust to the choice of initial conditions.
The contribution of this thesis is to present steering and thrust control algo-
rithms for the stabilization of parallel and circular formations in a rigid-body model.
Using integrator backstepping, stabilizing steering controls are provided in the ab-
sence of a flowfield and then in the presence of a moderate-strength, time-invariant
flowfield. In the latter case, the flowfield is assumed to be known, uniform, and
steady. The backstepping control laws retain the shape-control characteristics of
their first-order counterparts, where the shape space includes the derivative of the
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relative orientations. The results of the first-order model are preserved under the
second-order rotational dynamics, as long as each vehicle knows its own turning rate.
The solutions of the closed-loop system are illustrated with simulations. Using the
steering controllers developed via backstepping, decentralized thrust and steering
controllers are then provided for a collection of identical planar rigid bodies in a
uniform flowfield. These controllers enable the swarm to achieve parallel and circu-
lar formations. Feedback linearization is used to design the thrust controller, and
both backstepping and proportional-integral controls are used to design the steering
controller. Idealized hydrodynamic effects on the vehicle are modeled, summarized
as a drag term. The rigid-body dynamics are stabilized so that each platform moves
with constant speed (relative to the flow) in the desired formation.
The outline of this thesis is as follows. In the remainder of the current chapter,
the particle model, the parallel formation control law, and the circular formation
controller are introduced. In Chapter 2, a brief summary is provided of backstepping
control design while relating it to the particle model with and without a flowfield. In
Chapter 3, a backstepping controller is presented for the flow-free model. In Chapter
4, the backstepping design is repeated for motion coordination in a uniform, time-
invariant flowfield. Chapter 5 discusses considerations that should be made when
implementing the proposed controllers on an autonomous vehicle and compares the
backstepping controller to a proportional controller. Chapter 6 reviews an existing
second-order vehicle model and describes the rotational and translational dynamics
of a set of idealized planar rigid bodies. Chapter 7 derives the controllers used to
stabilize parallel and circular formations of the rigid body model when no flowfield is
6
Figure 1.2: First-order vehicle model: particles with similar movement capabilities
to nonholonomic carts.
present. Chapter 8 illustrates the stabilization of parallel and circular formations in
a known, uniform flowfield. Chapter 9 summarizes the thesis and ongoing research.
1.1 First-Order Rotational Dynamics and the Particle Model
To design a backstepping control for planar collective motion, we begin by
defining the particle model for particle motion in the absence of a flowfield [33]. Let
rk be the position of the kth particle and ṙk = e





where k = 1, . . . , N and uk represents the steering control. We rewrite these equa-
tions in real coordinates so that the original states and control now represent the
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: (a) A single particle in the plane. (b) A single particle in a flowfield.
first component of a higher-ordered system; that is,
η̇1,k = cos η3,k
η̇2,k = sin η3,k
η̇3,k = ξk.
(1.2)
η1,k, η2,k, and η3,k represent the state variables Re{rk}, Im{rk}, and θk, re-
spectively. ξk = uk is the state-feedback control, which is expressed in terms of the
shape variables θj − θk and (rk − rj)eiθk . Shape variables are further discussed later
in this chapter and in Chapter 5. The higher-ordered system with control ak of the
rotational acceleration ξ̇k = θ̈k is
η̇1,k = cos η3,k





where ak is the control input that we design using backstepping. Similar to the
first-order case, this higher-level controller is expressed in terms of shape variables;
we introduce a new shape variable, ξj − ξk, to represent the angular rate of vehicle
j with respect to k.





The flowfield measured at the location of the kth particle is given by fk, where





The variables sk = |eiθk + fk| and γk = arg{eiθk + fk} represent the magnitude and
orientation of the particle’s inertial velocity, respectively, and wk is the control. For
a uniform, time-invariant flow fk oriented along the real axis, fk = α, where α < 1.
In this case, sk becomes [27]
sk = α cos γk +
√
1− α2 sin2 (γk) > 0. (1.6)
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With the addition of a flowfield fk, the model (1.3) becomes
1
η̇1,k = cos η3,k + 〈fk, 1〉




Similar to the expression we used for (1.5), we may express (1.7) in terms of the
particle speed, sk. We use the variable τ3,k to represent the orientation of the kth
particle’s inertial velocity. The control of the higher-ordered system is represented
by λk, rather than by the variable ak of the flow-free model (1.3). Thus, the entire
higher-ordered system with uniform, time-invariant flow becomes
τ̇1,k = sk cos τ3,k




where λk is the control of the rotational acceleration Ω̇k = γ̈k.
1.2 Rigid Motions in SE(2)
The state of each vehicle at any time t can be expressed in terms of the vehicle’s
position, attitude, translational velocity, and angular velocity. The rotation of the
1We use the inner product 〈x, y〉 = Re{x̄y}, where x, y ∈ C. x̄ is the complex conjugate of x.
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Figure 1.4: Block diagram for the first-order particle model.
kth vehicle in the plane about the z-axis is given by the matrix
R(θk) =
cos θk − sin θk
sin θk cos θk
 , (1.9)
a member of the rotation group SO(2). If we denote G(2) as the group of all 2× 2
matrices, then SO(2) = {R ∈ G(2) | det(R) = 1, RTR = I}. The translation of
a vehicle in the plane is given by the vector p ∈ R2, where p = [x, y]T . Thus, we
can describe the motion (rotational and translational) of a vehicle in the plane as
SE(2) = R2 × SO(2), where “×” denotes that we are taking the internal direct
product of R2 and SO(2) [25, 12].
In engineering applications that utilize a decentralized multi-agent network,
sensing the absolute positions and orientations may be both costly and/or compu-
tationally burdensome. Thus, it is natural to seek motion coordination algorithms
that use relative positions, orientations, and velocities as opposed to absolute vari-
ables [19]. In the inertial reference frame, the position and velocity orientation of
each particle can be represented by the Euclidean group SE(2). If we denote this
group as Gk for the kth vehicle, then the configuration space may be designated as
11
Mconfig = G1 × G2 × · · · × GN for k = 1, . . . , N [15]. Thus, Mconfig contains 3N
elements.
When relative positions and orientations are considered, the configuration
space undergoes a reduction in the number of elements it contains; the shape space
is thus expressed as Mconfig/G and contains 3N − 3 degrees of freedom [15, 33].
The first-order controllers φi,k, i = 1, 2 are each expressed in terms of shape vari-
ables, with the controller for parallel motion being expressed in terms of relative
orientations η3,j − η3,k, and the controller for circular motion expressed in terms
of relative positions (rk − rj)eiη3,k . Thus, under these controllers, we control the
shape dynamics rather than the absolute dynamics of the system. The closed-loop
dynamics of these first-order systems are invariant under the action of the symmetry
group SE(2) [33]. In other words, if the entire network were displaced or rotated,
the closed-loop behavior of the particle model would not be affected.
1.3 Review of Parallel and Circular Formations
Parallel and circular formations have been determined by [15] as the only
two relative equilibria of the configuration space. Parallel formations have the key







where pθ represents the average linear momentum of the particles (assuming they
have unit mass). Collective motion in a parallel formation is achieved by minimizing
12
the average linear momentum of the particle system via the phase potential [33]






where θ = [θ1, ..., θN ]
T .
For the first-order system, the controller for parallel formations θ̇k = φk(θ) is
[33]
φk(θ) = −K〈pθ, ieiθk〉, K < 0. (1.12)
The solutions θk converge to the largest invariant set for which V̇ ≡ 0, given
by [33]
Λ = {〈pθ, ieiθk〉 ≡ 0 ∀ k}. (1.13)
The condition that 〈pθ, ieiθk〉 ≡ 0 implies that θj = θk for all particle pairs j and k
[33]. The condition that φk(θ) = 0 in Λ implies that θk is constant for all k. Thus,
Λ contains the set of parallel formations. All other formations in Λ are unstable
[33].
Collective circular motion is achieved by minimizing the spacing potential [33]
V (r,θ) = 1
2
〈c, Pc〉, (1.14)
where r ≡ [r1, ..., rN ]T . The N × 1 matrix c contains the centers ck, k = 1, ..., N , of
13
the circular paths followed by each particle, where [33]




P = IN×N − 1N 11
T is an N ×N matrix that projects onto the space orthogonal to
1 = [1, ..., 1]T ∈ RN and Pk represents the kth row of P . For the first-order system,
the controller for circular formations is [33]
φk(r,θ) = ω0(1 +K〈Pkc, eiθk〉), K > 0. (1.16)
The solutions θk converge to the largest invariant set Λ for which V̇ ≡ 0, given
by [33]
Λ = {〈Pkc, eiθk〉 ≡ 0 ∀ k}. (1.17)
〈Pkc, eiθk〉 = 0 implies that Pkc = 0, which is only true when all circular centers
are the same; that is, Pkc = 0 if and only if c is in the span of 1. Thus we have
θ̇k = φk(θ) = ω0. All N particles travel around the same circle of radius 1/|ω0| [27].
When a uniform, time-invariant flowfield is present, the first-order controller
for parallel motion is given by [27]
φk(γ) = −K〈pγ, ieiγk〉, K < 0, (1.18)





iγk represents the average linear
momentum of the group. Likewise, the first-order controller for circular formations
14
Figure 1.5: Block diagram for the first-order particle model in terms of shape vari-
ables.
in a flowfield is given by [27]
φk(r,γ) = ω0(sk +K〈Pkc, eiγk〉), K > 0. (1.19)






Researchers began to utilize backstepping as a design tool in the late 1980s
and early 1990s. Backstepping is a design technique developed for the stabilization
of strict-feedback, nonlinear systems (that is, they have a lower-triangular structure)
[17]. In a strict-feedback system of M states, the mth state, where m = 1, 2, ...,M , is
a function of the 1, ...,m states, and contains none of the m+1, ...,M state variables.
The state for which m = M contains the control input, u [16]. This idea is more
formally realized by the following example of a strict-feedback system [16]
η̇ = f0(η) + h0(η)η1
η̇1 = f1(η, η1) + h1(η, η1)η2




η̇M−1 = fM−1(η, η1, ..., ηM−1) + hM−1(η, η1, ..., ηM−1)ηM
η̇M = fM(η, η1, ..., ηM) + hM(η, η1, ..., ηM)u.
(2.1)
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To illustrate the backstepping procedure, we begin by examining the simplest in-
stance of (2.1), for which M = 1. It is given by [16]
η̇ = f0(η) + h0(η)ξ
ξ̇ = u
(2.2)
where ξ = η1, u = η2, f1(η, η1) = 0, and h1(η, η1) = 1. In this system ofM equations,
the first equation denotes the original system of interest. We assume that there is a
Lyapunov function V by which we prove that the control ξ stabilizes the η dynamics
and we assume that f0 → 0 as time goes to infinity [16]. Although this subsystem is
stable, it is part of the larger system (2.2), whose origin is stabilized by the control
u. We assume that this control is unknown, and we use backstepping to find it.
Since we know that ξ stabilizes the subsystem formed by the first equation
of (2.2), it becomes the desired controller in the higher-ordered system, which we
rename φ. The first step of the backstepping procedure is to rearrange the system
(2.2) so that it contains an error variable z = ξ− φ, which is the difference between
the actual controller (ξ) and the desired controller (φ). To express (2.2) in terms of
z, we add and subtract h0(η)φ from (2.2) and rearrange to obtain [16]
η̇ = f0(η) + h0(η)φ+ h0(η)z
ż = ξ̇ − φ̇ = u− φ̇.
(2.3)
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If we define a new variable ν = u− φ̇, then (2.3) can be re-written as [16]
η̇ = f0(η) + h0(η)φ+ h0(η)z
ż = ν.
(2.4)
Now (2.4) represents (2.2) expressed in terms of the error z and control ν. To
determine what ν is, we use what is called a composite Lyapunov function, shown
below as [16]




This Lyapunov function is “composite” because it is the sum of two positive semi-
definite terms. The first, V , is the Lyapunov function used for (2.2) to show that
ξ stabilizes the η dynamics. The second term is 1
2
z2, by which we incorporate the
newly formed error variable into the Lyapunov analysis. Taking the time-derivative
of (2.5) gives
V̇c = V̇ + zż. (2.6)
Substituting η1 = φ+ z (for any instances of η1 that may appear in V̇ ) and ν for ż
yields
V̇c = V̇ + zν. (2.7)
Now the control ν can be chosen to achieve negative semi-definiteness in (2.7). The
backstepping procedure culminates with using ν to find controller u by u = ν + φ̇
[16].
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2.2 Backstepping and the Particle Model
Now we relate this overview of backstepping to the particle model (1.3). Notice
that if we re-write (1.3) as [16]
η̇k = f(ηk) + h(ηk)ξk
ξ̇k = ak,
(2.8)
where ηk = [η1,k, η2,k, η3,k]













then our system resembles (2.2). Let φk(η) be the desired control of the η dynamics,
where η = [η1, . . . , ηN ]
T . Using the transformation zk = ξk − φk(η), (2.8) may be
rewritten as [16]
η̇k = f(ηk) + h(ηk)φk(η) + h(ηk)zk
żk = νk,
(2.9)
where νk = ak − φ̇k is the backstepping control. In the higher-ordered model (2.9),
the variable zk represents the difference between the actual controller and the desired
controller of the lower-ordered system [32]. Model (1.8) can be expressed similarly.
The expression for ak is found through the standard backstepping procedure
19
to achieve ξk = φk. We derive ak via the composite Lyapunov function [16]






where V is the smooth potential [16] that must be minimized in order to achieve
collective parallel or circular motion in the first-order system. The term zk = ξk−φk
is the error between the desired and actual first-order rotational dynamics. Taking










where η̇3,k = φk + zk and żk = νk is a controller that we design to achieve V̇c ≤ 0.
The backstepping controller ak is found by the transformation
ak = νk + φ̇k. (2.12)
Backstepping is particularly useful for the particle model (1.3) because control
of parallel and circular formations has already been demonstrated using the appro-
priate inputs [33, 27]. Since the goal of the present work is to extend the parallel
and circular formation control laws to a rigid body setting, backstepping enables us
to achieve stabilization of higher-ordered dynamics (i.e., the regulation of angular
acceleration rather than angular velocity), and thus gives us second-order controllers
for parallel and circular formations. In the next chapter, we explore the process of
transforming the first-order control laws for parallel and circular formations into
20
their second-order counterparts via backstepping.
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Chapter 3
Control of Second-Order Rotational Dynamics via Backstepping
We now describe a backstepping control design for the flow-free particle model
in order to achieve asymptotic convergence to either a synchronized (parallel) for-
mation or a circular formation. Phase synchronization is attained when the average
linear momentum of the collective motion is maximized, that is, when η3,k = η3,j for
all pairs j and k [33]. On the other hand, if each particle in model (1.3) is driven
in a circular trajectory of radius 1/|ω0| by setting η̇3,k = ω0, group circular motion
occurs when the centers of each particle’s trajectory coincide [33].
3.1 Parallel Formation Control
Consider the model (1.3) with η̇3,k = φ1,k(η). Assuming unit-mass particles,







A gradient control law for phase stabilization is [33]
φ1,k(η) = −K〈pθ, ieiη3,k〉, K < 0. (3.1)
22
Figure 3.1: Block diagram for the second-order vehicle model.
The closed-loop behavior of the η dynamics with control φ1,k(η) is established using
















Substituting φ1,k(η) into (3.3) yields
V̇1 = −KN
∑N
k=1〈pθ, ieiη3,k〉2 ≥ 0.
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According to [33, Theorem 1] the potential V1(η) =
1
2
‖pθ‖2 reaches its unique
minimum when pθ = 0 (balancing) and its unique maximum when all phases are
identical (synchronization). All other critical points of V1 are isolated in the reduced
space of relative phases (shape space) and are saddle points of V1. We are interested
in stabilizing the set of synchronized critical points in the model (1.3), which are
attained for the closed-loop η dynamics when K < 0.
Now we design a backstepping control for the higher-ordered system (1.3). We
use the composite Lyapunov function












〈pθ, ieiη3,k〉η̇3,k + zkżk
]
. (3.5)



























〈pθ, ieiη3,k〉2 − κz2k
]
≤ 0.









j=1 [〈eiη3,j , eiη3,k〉(ξj − ξk)] , K < 0,
(3.7)
where φ̇1,k is obtained by taking the derivative of (3.1).
Theorem 1. Consider the particle model (1.3) with the backstepping control (3.7).
Under this control, the set of formations for which η3,k = η3,j for all pairs j and k
is asymptotically stable.
Proof. V1,c is a smooth potential. By the invariance principle, we know that the
solutions of (1.3) with the control (3.7) converge to the largest invariant set Λ for
which V̇1,c ≡ 0, given by
Λ = {〈pθ, ieiη3,k〉 ≡ 0, zk ≡ 0 ∀ k}. (3.8)
The condition that 〈pθ, ieiη3,k〉 = 0 implies Λ contains parallel, balanced, and unbal-
anced motions; only parallel are stable for K < 0 [33]. zk = 0 implies ξk = φ1,k(η);
however, from (3.1) we know that φ1,k(η) = 0 in Λ. This implies that η3,k is constant
for all k.
This result is illustrated in Fig. 3.2a, using N = 16, K = −1, and κ = 5.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Synchronized motion of self-propelled vehicles with second-order
rotational dynamics. The dotted-line trajectories indicate that a parallel formation
has been attained. (b) Turning rate of each vehicle, stabilized to zero using the
backstepping-based controller. The vehicles have been randomly initialized.
3.2 Circular Formation Control
For the stabilization of circular formations, we again consider the model (1.3)
with η̇3,k = φ2,k(η), where
φ2,k(η) = ω0(1 +K〈Pkc, eiη3,k〉), K > 0. (3.9)
Equation (3.9) represents a decentralized control law for the η dynamics that asymp-
totically stabilizes the set of circular formations [33]. The N × 1 matrix c contains
the centers ck, k = 1, ..., N , of the circular paths followed by each of the particles k,
where





P = IN×N − 1N 11
T is an N ×N matrix that projects onto the space orthogonal to
1 = [1, ..., 1]T ∈ RN and Pk represents the kth row of P .
As in the case of synchronized motion, we begin our derivation of the circular
formation control law by briefly reviewing the methods used by [33] to analyze the












〈eiη3,k , Pkc〉(1− ω−10 η̇3,k).




k=1〈Pkc, eiη3,k〉2 ≤ 0.
By [33, Theorem 2] we know that the control φ2,k(η) forces all solutions of the
η dynamics to converge to the largest invariant set Λ, where [33]
〈Pkc, eiη3,k〉 ≡ 0 ∀ k. (3.12)
In Λ, η̇3,k = ω0 and ċk = 0. The condition in (3.12) is met only when Pc = 0, which
implies ck = cj for all pairs j and k.
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Taking the time-derivative along the solutions of (1.3), we obtain
V̇2,c =
∑N
k=1〈eiη3,k , Pkc〉(1− ω
−1
0 η̇3,k) + zkżk.
Using żk = νk and η̇3,k = φ2,k(η) + zk, V̇2,c becomes
V̇2,c =
∑N
k=1〈eiη3,k , Pkc〉(1− ω
−1
0 (φ2,k(η) + zk)) + zkνk
=
∑N
k=1−K〈Pkc, eiη3,k〉2 − ω
−1
0 〈Pkc, eiη3,k〉zk + zkνk.
Choosing




k=1−K〈Pkc, eiη3,k〉2 − κz2k ≤ 0.




j=1 rj, then the second-order controller for circular motion can be written as

































































Figure 3.3: (a) Stabilization of a circular formation of self-propelled vehicles with
second-order rotational dynamics. (b) The steady-state turning rate of each vehicle
is ω0 = 1. The vehicles have been randomly initialized.
Theorem 2. Consider the particle model (1.3) with the backstepping control (3.14).
All solutions converge to the set of circular formations with radius 1/|ω0| and the
direction of rotation determined by the sign of ω0.
Proof. By the invariance principle, we know that the solutions of (1.3) with the
control (3.14) converge to the largest invariant set Λ for which V̇2,c ≡ 0, given by
Λ = {〈Pkc, eiη3,k〉 ≡ 0, zk ≡ 0 ∀ k}. (3.15)
〈Pkc, eiη3,k〉 = 0 implies that Pkc = 0, which is only true when all circular centers
are the same; that is, Pkc = 0 if and only if c is in the span of 1. Using (3.9) along
with the fact that 〈Pkc, eiη3,k〉 = zk = 0, we have η̇3,k = φ2,k(η) = ω0. Thus, all N
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particles travel around the same circle of radius 1/|ω0|.




Control of Second-Order Rotational Dynamics in a Uniform
Flowfield
We now design a backstepping control considering a uniform, time-invariant
flowfield. In a flowfield, phase synchronization is attained when the inertial phase
angles satisfy τ3,k = τ3,j for all pairs j and k. Group circular motion occurs under
the control τ̇3,k = ω0sk, when the centers of all particle trajectories coincide [27].
We require that each vehicle know the local flowfield.
4.1 Parallel Formation Control
The model for a particle traveling in a uniform, time-invariant flowfield is
given by (1.8), where τ̇3,k = φ3,k(τ). We show that the set of parallel formations is
stabilized by the control [27]
φ3,k(τ) = −K〈pγ, ieiτ3,k〉, (4.1)






which we seek to maximize in order to achieve phase synchronization. Similarly to
























〈pγ, ieiτ3,k〉2 ≥ 0.
From [27, Theorem 1] we know that all solutions converge to the critical set of V3.
With K < 0, the set of synchronized motions are asymptotically stable and every
other equilibrium is unstable.
We use this result to derive the phase stabilization control law for the higher-
ordered system. The composite Lyapunov function is















































〈pγ, ieiτ3,k〉2 − κz2k
]
≤ 0.








j=1 [〈eiτ3,j , eiτ3,k〉(Ωj − Ωk)] , K < 0.
(4.3)
Theorem 3. Consider the particle model (1.8) with the backstepping control (4.3)
and flow fk = α < 1. For K < 0 the set of formations where τ3,k = τ3,j for all pairs
j and k is asymptotically stable.
The proof for parallel motion in the presence of a time-invariant flowfield
follows the proof given for Theorem 1, with η3,k replaced by τ3,k and ξk replaced by
Ωk. This result is illustrated in Fig. 4.1a, using N = 16, K = −1, κ = 5.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Stabilization of a parallel formation in a uniform, time-invariant
flowfield α = 0.5. (b) Turning rate of each vehicle, stabilized to zero using the
backstepping-based controller. Randomly-generated initial conditions.
4.2 Circular Formation Control
For collective motion control of circular formations in a time-invariant flowfield,
we consider the model (1.8) with τ̇3,k = φ4,k(τ), where
φ4,k(τ) = ω0(sk +K〈Pkc, eiτ3,k〉) (4.4)
and K > 0. Similarly to the flow-free case, the center of each particle’s trajectory
is given by ck = rk + iω
−1
0 e
iτ3,k , and the radius of the circular trajectory is given by
1/|ω0| [27]. We reiterate the stability analysis of [27] to show that the spacing control













k=1〈Pkc, eiτ3,k〉(sk − ω
−1
0 φ4,k(τ)).
Substituting φ4,k(τ) from (4.4) gives
V̇4 = −
∑N
k=1K〈Pkc, eiτ3,k〉2 ≤ 0.
As stated in [27, Theorem 3], the control (4.4) forces the convergence of all solutions
of the τ dynamics in (1.8) to the largest invariant set Λ of V4, in which
〈Pkc, eiτ3,k〉 ≡ 0. (4.6)
In Λ, τ̇3,k = ω0sk and ċk = 0. Therefore, the condition (4.6) is met only when
Pc = 0, which implies that ck = cj for all pairs j and k.
Using (4.5) we form the composite Lyapunov function






whose derivative along solutions of (1.8) is
V̇4,c =
∑N
k=1〈Pkc, eiτ3,k〉(sk − ω
−1
0 τ̇3,k) + zkżk.





k=1〈Pkc, eiτ3,k〉(sk − ω
−1
0 (φ4,k(τ) + zk)) + zkνk
=
∑N
k=1−K〈Pkc, eiτ3,k〉2 − ω
−1
0 〈Pkc, eiτ3,k〉zk + zkνk.
(4.7)
Choosing the control νk to be





−K〈Pkc, eiτ3,k〉2 − κz2k ≤ 0.
The control may be transformed into λk using the transformation λk = νk + φ̇4,k.
Thus,



















where φ4,k(τ) is given by (4.4) and







Theorem 4. Consider the particle model (1.8) with the backstepping control (4.8)
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Figure 4.2: (a) Stabilization of a circular formation in a uniform, time-invariant
flowfield α = 0.5. (b) The steady-state turning rate of each vehicle is ω0 = 1 (shown
for only one vehicle). Randomly-generated initial conditions.
and flow fk = α < 1. All solutions converge to the set of circular formations of
radius 1/|ω0| and direction of rotation determined by the sign of ω0.
Proof. By the invariance principle, we know that the solutions of (1.8) with the
control (4.8) converge to the largest invariant set Λ for which V̇4,c ≡ 0, given by
Λ = {〈Pkc, eiτ3,k〉 ≡ 0, zk ≡ 0 ∀ k} (4.10)
The first condition implies that Pkc = 0, which is only true when all circular centers
are the same. The second condition implies that Ωk = φ4,k(τ); thus, we have
Ωk = φ4,k(τ) = ω0sk.
This result is illustrated in Fig. 4.2a, with N = 16, K = 1, κ = 5, ω0 = 1.
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Chapter 5
Considerations for Implementing the Backstepping Control
When using the control framework outlined in Chapters 3 and 4 for a collec-
tion of autonomous vehicles, several considerations should be taken into account
in order to ensure that the controllers developed are compatible with the sensing,
communication, and control hardware onboard each vehicle. In this chapter, several
of these considerations are examined and addressed.
5.1 Computing the Steering Control for Vehicles in a Flowfield
Although deriving the control λk using (1.8) is useful in the backstepping
design, implementing control model (1.7) onboard an aircraft or submarine requires
an additional calculation. Model (1.8) considers the inertial angular velocity of the
vehicle, while the yaw-control commands ak for an aircraft are, in practice, given
in terms of the angular velocity in the aircraft’s body frame. Therefore, in order
to derive ak from λk, the following transformation is used. We begin with the







Note that f ′k = ∂fk/∂rk and we have assumed a time-invariant flowfield. We extend
these results to the second-order rotational dynamics by taking the time-derivative





























































When we consider fk = α, then (5.3) becomes
ak =
λk
1−s−1k α cos γk





sk(1−s−1k α cos γk)2
. (5.4)
Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) provide a control for model (1.7) as a function of λk, thus
enabling us to implement the backstepping algorithm in practice.
5.2 Sensing and Communication Requirements
In this section, we focus on the sensing requirements for each vehicle under
the backstepping controllers derived previously. As shown in Chapters 3 and 4,
the backstepping procedure nearly preserves the results of the first-order stability
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram for the second-order vehicle model in terms of shape
variables.
analysis, with one difference being that the angular acceleration is regulated. When
the angular acceleration is added to the state model, Mconfig contains 4
N elements,
and the shape space has 4N − 4 degrees of freedom.
Similar to their first-order counterparts, each backstepping-based control of
the flow-free model has the desirable properties of a shape control. However, in
order to implement (3.7) and (3.14), additional sensing requirements must be met.
Note that the angular rate ξk appears alone, which introduces an additional sensing
requirement for each vehicle: the yaw rate. Another sensing requirement is intro-
duced when a flowfield is considered; each vehicle must know the components of the
local flowfield along and across its direction of motion.
5.3 Comparison to Proportional Control
Since proportional control is widely used in engineering applications and sim-
ple to understand [2], we compare backstepping to a proportional control law. We
analyze the performance of the proportional controller (5.5) in comparison to the
backstepping controller for the case of parallel formations in the absence of a flow-
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field. The results of the analysis for circular formations follows similarly. Consider
the model (1.3), with the proportional controller
ak = −Kpzk, (5.5)
where zk = ξk − φk(η). We show that |zk| has a bound that can be reduced by
increasing the proportional gain Kp. Analysis of saturation effects for the second-
order model is the subject of ongoing work; analysis of saturation of the first-order
model is available in [29].
Theorem 5. Consider the Lyapunov function (3.4), for which V1,c(η, 0) = 0 when
η3,k = η3,j and V1,c(η, z) ≥ 0 for all η and z. Under the controller (5.5),














Proof. We substitute the proportional controller (5.5) into the equation νk = ak −
φ̇1,k to obtain
νk = −Kpzk + KN
∑N
j=1〈eiη3,j , eiη3,k〉(ξj − ξk). (5.7)
Substituting this result into the derivative of the composite Lyapunov function, V̇1,c,





















Note that (5.8) is quadratic in zk, the difference between the desired and actual
angular rates. In order to determine the values of zk for which V̇1,c is negative semi-
definite, we begin by determining bounds for each of the coefficients in the quadratic
expression given by (5.8). The first term K
N
〈pθ, ieiη3,k〉2 is never positive and may be
ignored. In order to capture the worst-case error, we establish an upper bound on




























which yields the result (5.6).
Although under the chosen Lyapunov function the controller (5.5) guarantees
the error to be bounded according to (5.6), complete elimination of steady-state
error with this controller cannot be established using (3.4). (Note that in simula-
tion, zero steady-state error has been attained using the proportional controller and
moderate gains, although analytically there is no guarantee of error elimination.)
The difference in performance when using the backstepping-based controller is that
it guarantees asymptotic convergence of the error dynamics to zero. Analysis of the




Extension to Planar Rigid-Body Dynamics
Recall that an existing idealized vehicle model for planar collective motion






where ak represents the second-order steering control of vehicle k = 1, ..., N . Instead
of the symbol ξk, we now use ωk to denote the angular velocity of the kth vehicle.
In this model each vehicle moves at unit speed in the direction θk. Model (6.1)
represents an extension of a self-propelled particle model with first-order rotational
dynamics [22]. In the first-order case, phase and spacing potentials were used to
derive control laws for parallel and circular formations in the absence of an external
flowfield [33], and in the presence of a spatiotemporal flowfield [29]. Since first-order
rotational dynamics may not adequately describe rigid-body motion, these first-
order particle models were used as the first component of a second-order system for
which we designed controllers using integrator backstepping.
The expression for ak is found through the standard backstepping procedure
to achieve ωk = φk, where φk is the steering controller used to generate parallel
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and circular formations in the first-order system. We derive ak via the composite
Lyapunov function [16]







where V is the smooth potential that must be minimized in order to achieve collective
parallel or circular motion in the first-order system. The term zk = ωk − φk is the
error between the desired and actual first-order rotational dynamics. Taking the










where θ̇k = φk + zk and żk = νk is a controller that we design to achieve V̇c ≤ 0.
The backstepping controller ak is found by the transformation [16]
ak = νk + φ̇k. (6.4)
When a uniform, time-invariant flowfield is present, the second-order model (6.1)






where fk ∈ C is the flowfield. This model can also be expressed more succinctly








While models (6.1) and (6.6) are useful for understanding the movement of
particles in the plane, they may not be sufficient for describing rigid-body dynamics.
The inclusion of second-order rotational dynamics is only a part of the transforma-
tion process from particle model to rigid-body model. In order to complete the
transformation, in the next section we consider second-order translational dynamics
as well.
Our goal is to develop a set of differential equations for the dynamic behavior
of a collection of autonomous vehicles. We assume that each vehicle can translate in
any combination of forward and transverse dynamics, and that rotational dynamics
are governed by steering controllers. To relate the particle kinematics, in which
the heading was expressed as an exponential, to a more standard kinematic model
expressed in terms of unit vectors, recall that in model (6.1) each particle moves
with unit forward speed and its direction of travel is determined by θk. Here we
use θk to describe the orientation of a planar rigid body. With this description,
eiθk = x̄k defines the body-fixed reference frame Bk = (k, x̄k, ȳk, z̄k), where z̄k is out
of the plane and ȳk = z̄k × x̄k.
Let uk ∈ R represent the forward speed of the kth vehicle in Bk and vk ∈ R
the transverse speed. In this case, the kth velocity expressed as components in Bk
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.1: (a) Rigid-body model (b) Reference frames, no flow (c) Reference
frames in flowfield f
is
ṙk = ukx̄k + vkȳk. (6.7)
The time-derivative of (6.7) with respect to inertial frame I yields the rigid-
body translational kinematics:
r̈k = (u̇k − vkθ̇k)x̄k + (ukθ̇k + v̇k)ȳk. (6.8)
We assume there are two control forces acting on the kth vehicle, as shown
in Fig. 6.1b. The first is the thrust force Tk, which acts along the x̄k-axis. The
steering control is Fk, which acts along the ȳk-axis a distance of l behind the center





k. (ρ is the density of the
medium through which the vehicle is traveling; S is the vehicle reference area; and





We define a path frame for the kth vehicle as Ck = (k, x̃k, ỹk, z̃k), where ṙk =
skx̃k and z̃k = z̄k. We denote the orientation of Ck relative to Bk as βk. We assume
the drag force acts in the −x̃k direction [28]. Using Newton’s second law with mass
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mk = m0 we have
(Tk−Dk cos βk)x̄k + (Fk−Dk sin βk)ȳk = m0(u̇k− vkθ̇k)x̄k +m0(ukθ̇k + v̇k)ȳk. (6.9)
Collecting the x̄k terms, we have
Tk −Dk cos βk = m0(u̇k − vkθ̇k). (6.10)
We are able to obtain a dynamic expression for the forward speed uk by solving
(6.10) for u̇k:
u̇k = − 1m0Dk cos βk +
1
m0
Tk + vkθ̇k. (6.11)
Following the same procedure for the terms in the ȳk-direction, we have
v̇k = − 1m0Dk sin βk +
1
m0
Fk − ukθ̇k. (6.12)
In order to design the rotational dynamics, let Mk be the sum of the moments
acting on the kth vehicle. Assuming there is no moment due to drag (i.e, the drag
acts through the vehicle’s center of mass), we have
Mk = (−lx̄k)× (Fkȳk). (6.13)
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Figure 6.2: Block diagram for the rigid-body model.
The rotational dynamics are
Ikθ̈k = −lFk, (6.14)
where Ik = I0 is the moment of inertia about the kth vehicle’s center of mass. The
equations of motion are
ṙk = ukx̄k + vkȳk = skx̃k








ω̇k = − lI0Fk,
(6.15)
where ωk = θ̇k, Dk = hs
2




. Tk and Fk are the control forces.
In the following chapter we design Tk and Fk to be state-feedback controllers.
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Chapter 7
Control of Planar Rigid-Body Dynamics
7.1 Parallel Formation Control
In this section we design a decentralized feedback control to drive a collection
of planar rigid bodies described by (6.15) in the same direction at the same speed
(i.e., in a parallel formation). In order to ensure that the steady-state forward speed





Dk cos βk − vkωk +Kf (u0 − uk)
)
, (7.1)
where Kf > 0, yields the following closed-loop dynamics
u̇k = Kf (u0 − uk). (7.2)
The dynamics (7.2) ensure uk exponentially converges to u0.
Motivated by the backstepping procedure described in Chapters 3 and 4, we
choose
Fk = − I0l ak, (7.3)
with ak given by (3.7).
Theorem 6. Consider the rigid body model (6.15) with thrust control (7.1) and
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Figure 7.1: (a) Rigid-body parallel motion in the plane. (b) Velocity component of
parallel motion. Randomly-generated initial conditions.
steering control (7.3), where ak is given by (3.7). Under these controllers, the set of
parallel formations, where βk = 0 and uk = u0 for all k, and θk = θj for all pairs j
and k, is asymptotically stable.
Proof. In order to analyze the closed-loop system, we propose the following candi-
date Lyapunov function




k=1[(u0 − uk)2 + v2k], (7.4)
where u = [u1, ..., uN ]
T , v = [v1, ..., vN ]
T , z = [z1, ..., zN ]
T , and where Vc is given by
(3.4) with phase potential (3.2). Taking the time-derivative of Upar along solutions
of (6.15) gives
U̇par = V̇c +
∑N
k=1[−(u0 − uk)u̇k + vkv̇k]. (7.5)
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Observe that V̇c ≤ 0 under the steering control (3.7) and ak = ak(θ) is independent





















Recall that the drag is Dk = hs
2
k ≥ 0, where h = 12ρSCD. Furthermore, sin βk =
vk/sk, and sk ≥ 0. Consequently, −vkDk sin βk = −hskv2k ≤ 0.
According to the invariance principle, solutions converge to the largest invari-
ant set Λ in which V̇c = 0, where Λ is given by (3.8). In Λ, ωk ≡ 0 because zk ≡ 0
and φk ≡ 0. Note that ωk ≡ 0 only if ω̇k = 0 in Λ. Thus Fk ≡ 0 in Λ because
ω̇k = ak = − I0l Fk. In Λ,
U̇par =
∑N





k] ≤ 0. (7.6)
Application of the invariance principle in Λ shows that solutions starting in Λ con-
verge to the largest set M ⊂ Λ in which U̇par = 0. In M , u0−uk ≡ 0 and skv2k ≡ 0
which implies uk = u0 and vk = 0. As a result, βk ≡ 0 and M contains the set of
parallel formations. The remainder of the proof follows from [33, Theorem 1].
Theorem 6 is illustrated in Fig. 7.1a using N = 5, K = −1, κ = 5, and u0 = 1.
Note that the steady-state sideslip speed vk is zero for parallel formations, but not
for circular formations, as shown next. This leads to a non-zero crab angle βk.
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Figure 7.2: Illustration of the condition U̇par = 0. p is the initialization point in R6.
7.2 Circular Formation Control
To stabilize circular formations, we use the thrust control (7.1). However,
instead of using the steering control (7.3) with ak given by (3.14), we now consider
an alternative backstepping control that takes into account the observation that the
steady-state crab angle βk is not zero during a constant turn.
To find the steady-state crab angle and the corresponding steady-state speed,














For circular motion with constant speed sk = s0 and turning rate ωk = ω0s0, Fk =











The equilibrium points of (7.8) are βk = β0, where






and we used Dk = hs
2
0 in equilibrium.
The equilibrium points β0 = ±π/2 are not possible for uk = u0 6= 0 since
cos β0 = u0/s0 6= 0. For the second set of equilibrium points, s0 and v0 = s0 sin β0 =
















One can show by linearization that the second set of equilibrium points for βk are
stable.
In light of this analysis, we modify the backstepping control (3.14) to allow
for the vehicle speed s0 6= 1. The first step is to recognize that, along solutions




ċk = (sk − ω−10 ψ̇k)eiψk , where ψk = θk + βk. As a result, the desired ωk dynamics
(3.9) become
φk(r,u,v,ψ) = ω0(sk +K〈Pkc, eiψk〉)− β̇k, K > 0, (7.11)
where ψ = [ψ1, ..., ψN ]
T . The backstepping control ω̇k = ak that asymptotically
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Figure 7.3: (a) Rigid-body circular motion in the plane. (b) Velocity component of
circular motion with time. Randomly-generated initial conditions.
stabilizes ωk = φk(r,u,v,ψ) is





















where r̃k = rk − 1N
∑N
j=1 rj, K > 0, and κ > 0. In practice, we omit the ṡk, β̇k,
and β̈k terms from the control because they converge to zero in steady-state (since
sk converges to s0 and βk converges to β0). We have the following result.
Theorem 7. Consider the rigid body model (6.15) with thrust control (7.1) and
steering control (7.3), where ak is given by (7.12). Under these controllers, the set
of circular formations with radius 1/|ω0| and direction of rotation determined by the
sign of ω0 is asymptotically stable. In this set, uk = u0 and vk = v0 = m0u0ω0/h for
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all k, and cj = ck for all pairs j and k.
Proof. To determine if the chosen controllers for Tk and Fk establish the desired
closed loop behavior, we begin by defining a Lyapunov function for circular forma-
tions as




k=1 [(u0 − uk)2 + (v0 − vk)2] , (7.13)
where Vc is given by (3.13) with circle center ck = rk + iω
−1
0 e
iψk . Taking the time-
































Choosing Tk to be the stabilizing control (7.1) ensures that uk converges to u0
according to the closed-loop dynamics (7.2). Furthermore, V̇c ≤ 0 along solutions
of (6.15). Therefore, solutions converge to the largest invariant set Λ in which
uk − u0 ≡ 0 and V̇c ≡ 0, i.e.,
Λ = {〈Pkc, ieiψk〉 ≡ 0, zk ≡ 0, uk ≡ u0, ∀ k}. (7.15)




Figure 7.4: Illustration of the condition U̇circ = 0. p is the initialization point in R6.
v0 = −m0u0ω0/h. For solutions starting in Λ, we have
U̇circ =
∑N






(v0 − vk)2 ≤ 0.
(7.16)
Application of the invariance principle in Λ shows that solutions starting in Λ con-
verge to the largest set M ⊂ Λ in which U̇circ = 0. M contains the set of circular
formations with uk ≡ u0 and vk ≡ v0.
Theorem 7 is illustrated in Fig. 7.3a with N = 5, K = 1, κ = 5, ω0 = 1, and
u0 = 1. Since the sideslip speed vk converges to v0 (shown in Fig. 7.3b) and uk
converges to u0, all N vehicles travel around circular trajectories of identical radius.
Though the centers are co-located, Theorem 7 does not specify the position of the
steady-state formation center. When we wish to prescribe the center of the circular
formation, rather than allow it to be arbitrary, we introduce a reference center as
described next.
Let c0 denote the location of the desired formation center. We also define the
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constant ak,0, where ak,0 = 1 if the kth vehicle is informed of the center location c0,
and ak,0 = 0 if the vehicle is uninformed. In practice, only a single vehicle needs




sk +K(〈eiψk , Pkc〉+ ak,0〈eiψk , ck − c0〉)
]
− β̇k. (7.17)








ak,0|ck − c0|2. (7.18)
The first term of this Lyapunov function ensures that all circular centers are the
same. The second term imposes the additional condition that all circular centers





〈eiψk , Pkc〉+ ak,0〈eiψk , ck − c0〉
)
(sk − ω−10 (θ̇k + β̇k)). (7.19)





〈eiψk , Pkc〉+ ak,0〈eiψk , ck − c0〉
)2
≤ 0. (7.20)


















〈eiψk , Pkc〉+ ak,0〈eiψk , ck − c0〉
)
(sk − ω−10 (θ̇k + β̇k)) + zkνk
]
. (7.22)

























〈eiψk , Pkc〉+ ak,0〈eiψk , ck − c0〉
)







〈eiψk , Pkc〉+ ak,0〈eiψk , ck − c0〉
)2 − κz2k] . (7.24)
Using the transformation ak = νk + φ̇k, along with the transformation zk = ωk−φk,
the second-order controller is















+ω−10 ak,0〈ieiψk , ck − c0〉ψ̇k + ω−10 ak,0
(




We have the following result.
Corollary 1. Consider the rigid body model (6.15) with thrust control (7.1) and
steering control (7.3), where ak is given by (7.25). Under these controllers, the set
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of circular formations with radius 1/|ω0| and direction of rotation determined by the
sign of ω0 is asymptotically stable. In this set, uk = u0 and vk = v0 = −m0u0ω0/h
for all k, and cj = ck for all pairs j and k. The steady-state circle center is c0 as
long as at least one ak,0 ∈ {0, 1}, where k = 1, ..., N , is equal to 1.
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Chapter 8
Control of Planar Rigid-Body Dynamics in a Uniform Flowfield
The previous chapter provided formation controls in the absence of a flow-
field. We now analyze the performance of a group of vehicles when a known, time-
invariant, uniform flowfield is considered. In the presence of a flowfield we assume
the velocity of the kth vehicle is the vector sum of the flowfield and the vehicle
velocity relative to the flow (see Fig. 1.1c). Designating the crab angle in a flowfield
as β̂k, we have
ṙk = ukx̄k + vkȳk + fk , ŝke
iγk , (8.1)







ûk = uk + 〈fk, x̄k〉 (8.3)
and
v̂k = vk + 〈fk, ȳk〉. (8.4)
Note that the drag force, Dk = hs
2
k, in Fig. 6.1c is oriented opposite to the vehicle
velocity relative to the flow.
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To find the equations of motion, we take the time-derivative of (8.3) and (8.4)
to obtain
˙̂uk = u̇k + 〈fk, θ̇kȳk〉
= − 1
m0






˙̂vk = v̇k + 〈fk,−θ̇kx̄k〉
= − 1
m0










uk〈fk, x̄k〉+ vk〈fk, ȳk〉
)
+ 〈fk, x̄k〉2 + 〈fk, ȳk〉2 (8.7)
and solving for sk in terms of ûk and v̂k to obtain
sk =
(
ŝ2k − 2ûk〈fk, x̄k〉 − 2v̂k〈fk, ȳk〉+ 〈fk, x̄k〉2 + 〈fk, ȳk〉2
)1/2
. (8.8)
The equations of motion are
ṙk = ukx̄k + vkȳk + fk = skx̃k + fk , ŝkx̂k








ω̇k = − lI0Fk.
(8.9)
Note, we will make use of a new path frame Fk = (k, x̂k, ŷk, ẑk), where x̂k is the
inertial direction of motion, ẑk = z̄k, and ŷk = ẑk × x̂k.
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8.1 Parallel Formation Control
In this section we design a decentralized feedback control to drive a collection
of planar rigid bodies in the same inertial direction at the same speed relative to






Dk cos βk − vkωk +Kf (u0 − uk)
)
. (8.10)
Under this controller, ˙̂uk = Kf (u0 − uk) + ωk〈f, ȳk〉 and u̇k = Kf (u0 − uk), which






with λk given by (4.3).
Next we determine the steady-state crab angles β̂0 and β0. To find β̂0, we take






































The choice of Tk in (8.10) drives uk to u0, which means that ˙̂uk converges to ˙̂uk =
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To satisfy the equilibrium condition,
˙̂













For parallel motion, ωk = 0, and as a result β0 = 0, which implies that v0 = 0 and
s0 = u0. Recalling that
β̂k = arctan
(
vk + 〈fk, ȳk〉
uk + 〈fk, x̄k〉
)
(8.16)








s20 + 2u0〈fk, x̄k〉+ 〈fk, x̄k〉2 + 〈fk, ȳk〉2.
(8.17)
Theorem 8. Consider the rigid body model (8.9) with thrust control (8.10) and
steering control (8.11), where λk is given by (4.3). Under these controllers, the set
of parallel formations where βk = 0, uk = u0 for all k, and γk = γj for all pairs j
and k is asymptotically stable.
Proof. In order to analyze the closed-loop system, we propose the following candi-
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Figure 8.1: (a) Rigid body parallel motion in a flowfield. Blue arrows represent the
direction of heading; red arrows represent the total velocity. (b) Crab angles βk and
β̂k with time. Randomly initialized.
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date Lyapunov function




k=1 [(ûk − 〈f, x̄k〉 − u0)2 + v̂2k] , (8.18)
where û = [û1, ..., ûN ], v̂ = [v̂1, ..., v̂N ], and γ̂ = [γ̂1, ..., γ̂N ]. Vc is given by (4.1)
with phase potential V (γ) = 1
2
(1− |pγ|2), and where pγ = 1N
∑N
j=1 e
iγj . Taking the
time-derivative along solutions of (8.9) gives

















Observe that V̇c ≤ 0 under the steering control (4.3) and that ak = ak(γ) is
independent of the states ûk and v̂k. If we plug in for ˙̂uk and ˙̂vk using (8.9) with





















Recall the drag is Dk = hs
2
k ≥ 0, where h = 12ρSCD. Additionally, sin βk = vk/sk,
and sk ≥ 0. Consequently, −v̂kDk sin βk = −v̂khskvk.
According to the invariance principle, solutions converge to the largest invari-
ant set Λ in which V̇c = 0, where Λ is given by
Λ = {〈pγ, ieiγk〉 ≡ 0, zk ≡ 0 ∀ k}. (8.20)
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Figure 8.2: Illustration of the condition U̇par = 0 in a flowfield. p is the initialization
point in R6.
In Λ, ωk ≡ 0, because zk ≡ 0 and φk ≡ 0. Note that ωk ≡ 0 only if ω̇k = 0 in Λ.





−Kf (u0 − uk)2 − 1m0 v̂khskvk − v̂kukωk
]
≤ 0. (8.21)
Application of the invariance principle in Λ shows that solutions starting in Λ
converge to the largest set M ⊂ Λ in which U̇par = 0. In M , u0 − uk = 0
and − 1
m0





and M contains the set of parallel formations in a
flowfield. The remainder of the proof follows from [33, Theorem 1].
Theorem 8 is illustrated in Fig. 8.1a with N = 5, K = −1, κ = 5, u0 = 1,
and fk = 0.5. Since the turning rate converges to zero in Λ, β0 = 0, as shown in
Fig. 8.1b. The inertially-measured sideslip velocity v̂k is a function of the flowfield,
which implies that for constant heading, β̂k converges to a constant equal to β̂0 =
arctan (〈fk, ȳk〉/(u0 + 〈fk, x̄k〉)).
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Figure 8.3: Diagram of the modified vehicle, with a moment couple realized by
control surfaces at the tail and nose.
8.2 Circular Formation Control
When no flowfield was considered, we saw that achieving circular formations
with performance comparable to the second-order vehicle model was feasible; this is
primarily because the crab angle βk converges to a constant for a constant turning
rate ω0. When a flowfield is considered, the crab angle β̂k depends on the yaw, θk,
and is not constant for circular motion. As a result, the backstepping controller for




βk. These quantities are recursive functions of the steering force Fk that do not
converge to zero, even if Fk does.
To solve this problem, we consider an alternate model of the vehicle dynamics.
In the modified dynamics shown in Fig. 8.3, we replace the steering force with a
moment couple. Half of the former steering force is applied in its original location
and orientation at the rear of the vehicle; the other half is applied along the −ȳk-
direction a distance of lx̄k forward of the center of mass. The equations of motion
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become
ṙk = ukx̄k + vkȳk + fk = skx̃k + fk = ŝkx̂k




˙̂vk = − 1m0Dk sin βk − ûkωk















cos β̂k ˙̂vk − sin β̂k ˙̂uk
]
, (8.23)
where ˙̂uk and ˙̂vk are fully-specified functions given by (8.22). However,
¨̂
βk is still
a recursive function of the control Fk. This precludes the implementation of the
backstepping controller, even after modifying the rigid body model. Therefore, we
propose to use the proportional-integral controller
ω̇k = KP (φk − ωk) +KI
∫
(φk − ωk) dt, (8.24)
where φk is given by (7.17) with ψ replaced by γ and s replaced by ŝ. This controller
only depends on
˙̂
βk, (which is not a recursive function of the control Fk) and it drives
ωk to track φk. Even small tracking error zk = φk − ωk has been observed to lead
to drifting of the circle center. To resolve this issue, one can use the controller for
circular formations with a prescribed center.
Proposition 1. Consider the rigid body model (8.22) with thrust control (8.10) and
steering control (8.11), where λk is given by (8.24). Under these controllers, the
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Figure 8.4: Circular motion in a flowfield (a) without a prescribed center and (b)
with a prescribed center at [0, 0]. Black arrows show the direction of heading, red
arrows indicate the total velocity. Randomly-generated initial conditions.
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set of circular formations in a flowfield with radius 1/|ω0| and direction of rotation
determined by the sign of ω0 is asympotically stable. In this set uk = u0 and vk =
v0 = s0 sin β0 for all k, and cj = ck for all pairs j and k.
Proposition 1 is illustrated in Fig. 8.4b with N = 5, K = 1, Kf = 1, KP = 10,
KI = 15, ω0 = 0.8, u0 = 1, and fk = 0.5. Fig. 8.5b shows that the inertially-
measured crab angle β̂k oscillates with time as a function of the vehicle’s heading.


























































Figure 8.5: (a) Locally-measured crab angle.(b) Inertially-measured crab angle with
time. Results are shown for only one vehicle.
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Figure 8.6: (a) Total speed sk in the body frame. (b) Inertially-measured speed of
the kth vehicle. Results are shown for only one vehicle.






































The goal of this thesis is to provide a rigid body model for the collective motion
of N autonomous vehicles. Existing first-order particle models enable N vehicles
to achieve cooperative formation control. This thesis builds upon that foundation
by first devising a backstepping control design for the stabilization of formations
of N self-propelled particles with second-order rotational dynamics. Stabilization
of the higher-ordered system relies on the assumed stability of the original sys-
tem, as presented in [33] and [27]. In exploiting the Lyapunov functions used to
prove the stability of formations with first-order rotational dynamics, composite
Lyapunov functions, used to design controls to stabilize formations in the higher-
ordered system, are constructed. The backstepping controller is more robust than a
proportional controller in that, under the chosen Lyapunov function, backstepping
allows us to eliminate the error dynamics whereas the proportional controller only
guarantees convergence for a certain range of error.
Regardless of the controller chosen, there are certain requirements that each
vehicle must meet. The first requirement is that each vehicle know the local flow-
field. The second requirement is the result of extending the first-order models to
include second-order dynamics; this introduces the new sensing requirement that
each vehicle be able to measure its own angular velocity.
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A rigid-body model has been devised for use with the second-order backstepping-
derived steering controllers for the cooperative control of multiple vehicles. Rather
than being treated as point masses, each vehicle has been represented as a pla-
nar rigid-body with second-order translational and rotational dynamics. In order
to have closed-loop behavior in which the swarm of vehicles achieves parallel and
circular formations, theoretically justified thrust and steering controllers have been
provided. The thrust has been designed using feedback linearization in order to
force convergence of the forward speed to a prespecified value of u0. The steering
controller is physically realized by a force applied at the rear of the vehicle. This
force induces a torque that controls the vehicle’s yawing movement and, in doing so,
it produces residual sideslip. For parallel formations, we see that the forward speed
converges to the desired speed, and the crab angle converges to zero. For circular
formations, the crab angle converges to a constant.
When a steady, uniform flow is considered, the forward speed and crab angle
of vehicles under parallel formation control also converge as desired. For circu-
lar motion, the crab angle is a function of the vehicle’s heading; therefore, the
rigid body model has been modified so that the steering force is replaced by a
moment couple. Additionally, the backstepping control has been replaced with a
proportional-integral controller. The proposed controllers are observed to yield the
desired formations in simulation.
Ongoing work includes extending the planar rigid-body model to a 3-D model
and verifying the results on a multi-vehicle testbed.
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Appendix A
Appendix: Alternate Drag Model
Throughout this thesis, the drag force was considered to act through the ve-
hicle’s center of mass. In this section the more realistic assumption is used that the
drag force acts through the center of pressure a distance l1 (positive or negative)
away from the center of gravity. We denote the moment arm length of the steering
force as l2. Of the equations of motion derived earlier, only the moment equation
changes. The new moment equation becomes
Mk = (−l2x̄k)× (Fkȳk) + (l1x̄k)× (−Dkx̃k)
= −l2Fkz̄k − l1Dk sin βkz̄k
= (−l2Fk − l1Dk sin βk)z̄k.
(A.1)
Thus,
I0ω̇k = −l2Fk − l1Dk sin βk. (A.2)
Figure A.1: A rigid-body in a uniform flowfield. The drag is assumed to act a
distance l1 from the center of mass.
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Dk sin βk, (A.3)
where the first term represents the original backstepping controller and the second
term is the non-trivial moment due to the relocated drag.
Cancellation of Drag Moment Using Integrator Backstepping
In our previous work (with particles rather than rigid bodies), the backstepping
procedure was directed at the rotational dynamics of 6.15. We only sought to
regulate the heading and its derivatives (θk, θ̇k, and θ̈k). Considering only the
velocity and turning rate of each particle, the particle system was















We let φk(η) be the desired control of the η dynamics, where η = [η1, . . . , ηN ]
T , and
using the transformation zk = ξk − φk(η), we wrote (A.4) as [16]
η̇k = [h(ηk) + g(ηk)φk(η)] + g(ηk)zk
żk = νk,
(A.5)
where ak = νk+ φ̇k is the backstepping control. Using this procedure, the controllers
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that we developed for θ̈k have been used, without alteration, in our rigid body
equations of motion; that is, we effectively have ω̇k = ak.
When a moment due to the flowfield is present, we extend the system (A.4)
to the general case of [16]
η̇k = h(ηk) + g(ηk)ξk
ξ̇k = h
′(ηk, ξ) + g
′(ηk, ξ)ak.
(A.6)
Here, h(ηk) and g(ηk) are as described previously. The equation ξ̇k represents the
angular acceleration. Therefore, g′(ηk) = 1, ak represents the desired backstepping
controller, and h′(ηk) represents the moment due to drag.
As with the particle model, we add and subtract g(ηk)φk(η) to the right side
of the first equation of (A.6) to obtain [16]
η̇k = [h(ηk) + g(ηk)φk(η)] + g(ηk)[ξk − φk(η)]
ξ̇k = h
′(ηk, ξ) + g
′(ηk, ξ)ak.
(A.7)
Using the change of variables zk = ξk − φk(η) gives [16]
η̇k = [h(ηk) + g(ηk)φk(η)] + g(ηk)zk
żk = h
′(η, ξ) + g′(ηk, ξ)ak − φ̇k.
(A.8)
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We use the transformation νk = g
′(ηk, ξ)ak − φ̇k, which gives us the final form
η̇k = [h(ηk) + g(ηk)φk(η)] + g(ηk)zk
żk = νk + h
′(η, ξ),
(A.9)
where h′(η, ξ) is the term for the angular acceleration due to drag. To show the
stability of the transformed system and determine the backstepping controller ak,
the following composite Lyapunov function is used:




Taking the time-derivative of (A.10) yields
V̇c = V̇ + zkżk = V̇ + zk(νk + h
′(ηk, ξk)). (A.11)
The virtual control νk is then chosen to make V̇c ≤ 0. This process includes canceling
h′(ηk, ξk), the angular accerelation due to the drag. Below, this procedure is shown
for the case of parallel formations, and can be easily extended to the other cases.
Example of Moment Cancellation Using Parallel Formations
Here an example is given of drag moment cancellation using parallel formations (no
flow). Recall that the equations of motion for the kth vehicle in a formation are
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given by
ṙk = ukx̄k + vkȳk = skx̃k










where ωk = θ̇k, Dk =
1
2




. When a moment due to
the drag is included, this model becomes
ṙk = ukx̄k + vkȳk = skx̃k








ω̇k = ak + h
′,
(A.13)
where h′ = − l1
I0
Dk sin βk. We would like to design ak using backstepping to drive a
collection of vehicles in a parallel formation. Therefore, for ease of control design
we follow the backstepping method used for the particle model and consider only
the rotational dynamics, given by
ω̇k = ak + h
′. (A.14)
This can be substituted into the angular acceleration equation of model (1.7) to
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give:
η̇1,k = cos ηk + 〈fk, 1〉
η̇2,k = sin ηk + 〈fk, i〉
η̇3,k = ωk
ω̇k = ak + h
′,
(A.15)
where ηk = θk is the kth vehicle’s heading and ηn,k, n = 1, ..., 3 are the position (η1,k
and η2,k) and orientation (η3,k) of the kth vehicle. To find a suitable controller ak
that takes into account the acceleration due to the drag h′, we begin by defining the
Lyapunov function









|pθ|2. Following the procedure outlined in Section 3.1, we take the





















〈pθ, ieiη3,k〉zk + zk(νk + h′)
]
. (A.18)












With νk now defined, the backstepping control, given by ak = νk + φ̇k, is:









〈eiη3,j , eiη3,k〉(ωj − ωk)
]
, K < 0. (A.20)
When ak is plugged into ω̇k = ak + h
′, the system (A.15) becomes
η̇1,k = cos ηk + 〈fk, 1〉




so that now the vehicle using steering controller (A.20) has the same dynamics as a
vehicle whose center of pressure is located at its center of mass.
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